Icosahedral Quasicrystal Layer Observed on λ Phase in Al-Cu-Fe Alloy
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Abstract

Icosahedral quasicrystals display irregular shape if it is embedded in bulk material. If it has free surface, it has well-defined facets, reflecting its unique 5-, 3-, and 2-fold rotational symmetries. In this study, an Al-Cu-Fe alloy with nominal composition of Al₆₅Cu₂₀Fe₁₅ was prepared by arc melting and the microstructure was studied by using Scanning Electron Microscope, Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy, and Electron Back Scattering Diffraction (EBSD). On the surface of λ crystalline phase, an extra layer is found. EBSD from this layer revealed 5-, 3-, and 2-fold rotational symmetries, demonstrating the icosahedral quasicrystalline structure. Further, it has been found that the icosahedral quasicrystalline extra layer and the λ substrate have orientation relationship revealed by the coincidences of Kikuchi bands and poles on the EBSD patterns. This report is important to future studies regarding the formation of icosahedral quasicrystalline phase and thin film preparation related to icosahedral quasicrystalline phase.
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1. Introduction

Stable icosahedral quasicrystals (IQC) were discovered in an Al-Cu-Fe alloy by Tsai et al. in 1987 [1]. This particular Al-Cu-Fe alloy has several advantages such as low cost for mass production and it can be prepared relatively easily by arc melting. In 1993, Balzuweit et al. conducted a study investigating various phases of Al-Cu-Fe alloy prepared by arc-melting [2]. They reported a λ₂ phase with column-shaped morphology. This phase is called λ phase in later reports and the present paper. It has monoclinic crystal structure [2] [3] with unit cell dimen-
sessions of $a = 1.558$ nm, $b = 0.796$ nm, $c = 1.251$ nm, and $\beta = 108.14^\circ$. This phase is believed to play an important role in the IQC phase formation [4] [5]. It is worth to mention that Balzuweit et al. further reported that the $\lambda$ phase does not have a smooth surface. In some regions, extra layers were observed. No detailed discussion about the crystal structure of the extra layer and its relationship to the IQC phase formation was given.

IQC phase has been reported to display irregular bulky shape [6] [7], typically for the case when the grains are embedded in an alloy matrix. If the IQC grains have free surface, decahedral pentagonal shape [8] [9], and rhombic triacontahedron [10] [11] shapes are observed. These morphologies reflect the 5-, 3-, and 2-fold rotational symmetries. There had been efforts to prepare IQC thin films on some substrata with limited success [12] [13] [14] [15] [16].

This paper reports the observation of extra layer on the surface of column-shaped $\lambda$ phase in Al-Cu-Fe alloy with Al$_{65}$Cu$_{20}$Fe$_{15}$ nominal composition. It has been shown clearly that this extra layer has IQC structure, which is different from the $\lambda$ phase of the substrate. Further, it has been revealed that the two phases have orientation relationship.

### 2. Materials and Methods

The alloy was prepared by arc melting pure Aluminum (99.99%), Copper (99.9%) and Iron (99.9%) from Good fellow with nominal composition of Al$_{65}$Cu$_{20}$Fe$_{15}$. The vacuum chamber was evacuated to a vacuum of $10^{-5}$ torr, purged with pure Ar gas, and finally refilled with Ar gas. The alloy was cast into a water-cooled copper crucible. Therefore, the cooling rate at the bottom of the ingot is higher than on the free surface. The hemisphere shaped alloy ingot has a diameter of two centimeter and height of one centimeter. The as-prepared alloy was then fractured and the naturally exposed surfaces are examined by using a TESCAN Vega-3 XMU Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) with secondary electron detector. The electron beam is accelerated with a voltage of 30 kV. Elemental analysis was carried out using Oxford Aztec Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectrometer (EDS). Electron Back Scattering Diffraction (EBSD) was done using an OxfordNordlysMax3 EBSD detector. X-ray diffraction (XRD) was performed on a Bruker-NoniusD8 Advance Powder Diffractometer with copper $k_a$ line.

### 3. Results and Discussion

Figure 1 is a combination of two SEM images showing three types of grains with distinct morphologies observed in the alloy. They are column-like structures in the center of the main image, spherical particles and grains with distinct pentagonal facets in the inlet. In previous studies [2] [4] [5], the spherical particles have been identified as $\beta$ phase, the column-like structure as $\lambda$ phase, and the particles with distinct pentagonal facets as IQC phase. XRD analysis was carried out to confirm such phase identification. XRD’s from different several places were collected and shown in Figure 2 to ensure a representative sampling. Peaks
Figure 1. SEM images showing particles with three distinct morphologies. The central part of the main image shows column-like structures while particles with spherical shape and distinct pentagonal facets are observed in the inlet.

Figure 2. XRD patterns from four different areas of the present alloy. Corresponding to these three phases are identified, confirming the above phase identification. As shown in Figure 3, a detailed SEM observation of the column-like structure revealed that the surfaces are not smooth. There are places where the substrate is exposed while in others the substrate is covered with extra layer. EBSD patterns taken from the substrates of adjacent column-like structures are the same and a typical one is shown in Figure 4(a). This implies that these adjacent column-like structures are parts of a single crystal. Two types of EBSD patterns are observed from the extra layer and are shown in Figure 4(b) and Figure 4(c), respectively. They are different from that in Figure 4(a). As to be explained in detail in the next paragraph, despite their similarities in the layout of Kikuchi bands, (b) and (c) are featured by 5-, 3-, and 2-fold rotational symmetries while (a) lacks of such symmetries. Further, the Kikuchi bands, such as those marked as I-3’s, located approximately in the same place in the EBSD patterns have different widths. These are considered as due to the different structure from the substrate to the extra layer. Some of the locations where the EBSD patterns were taken are marked on Figure 3. It follows that if the crystalline structure is
Figure 3. An enlarged SEM image of a column-like structure. Areas of substrate and extra layer are marked. Areas marked with numbers represent places from where EBSD patterns were taken.

Figure 4. Representative EBSD patterns taken from the substrate (a) and extra layers (b) and (c) of column-like structures shown in Figure 3. The next two columns, (d) to (f) and (g) to (i), are copies of column (a) to (c) with extra drawings on top. Despite the overall difference of the three patterns, there are similarities, which are illustrated in the column of (d) to (f) by adding trace drawings of similar Kikuchi bands and poles. For example, in (d), Kikuchi bands I-1, I-2, and I-3 intercept with each other on pole I. This set of Kikuchi bands and pole have their similar counterparts in both (e) and (f). A detailed examination of the similarities is provided in column (g) to (i). Short lines are drawn to represent the Kikuchi bands and long lines were drawn from the left upper corner to the intercepts of the short lines to represent the positions of the sets in (g). These drawings are copied, pasted in (h) and (i), and are placed in such a way that the shared end of the long position lines is on the left upper corner. The degree of overlapping of Kikuchi bands and pole sets in (g) with those in (h) and (i) can be evaluated in terms of position of the poles and the orientation of the bands.
different for the substrate and the extra layer, there may also be a difference in composition. Result of EDS elemental mapping on an area containing both substrate and extra layer is shown in Figure 5. The central part of the image enclosed with white dotted lines corresponds to the substrate. It is interesting to note that the IQC extra layer on the left is not flat, resembling a step-like feature. The contrast changes going from the substrate to the extra layer in all three elemental mapping images.

It is concluded that the extra layer has an IQC structure based on the following analysis. Figure 6 shows the two types of EBSD patterns from the extra layer again, where Figure 6(a) corresponds to the pattern of Figure 4(b) and Figure 6(b) to that of Figure 4(c). On top of these patterns, the corresponding positions of 5-, 3-, and 2-fold rotational symmetry axes are marked. It is well-known that 5-fold rotational symmetries are not permitted in regular crystalline structure. The co-existence of 5-, 3-, and 2-fold rotational symmetries are unique for IQC phase. If the specimen is tilted correctly and the EBSD pattern has sufficient large field of view, these symmetry axes on EBSD pattern are arranged in the

![Figure 5. SEM and elemental mapping images of a section of column-like structure.](image1)

![Figure 6. Two typical EBSD patterns from extra layer of Figure 3. Pole positions corresponding to 5-, 3-, and 2-fold rotational symmetry axes are marked. Although both (a) and (b) are from IQC phase, they have different orientation. Trace drawings of the two Kikuchi bands and one pole, which are important in determining the orientation relationship between the IQC extra layer and λ substrate, are added.](image2)
following way. If you consider the point corresponding to 5-fold rotational symmetry axis is in the center, there are five points related to 2-fold rotational symmetry axes arranged with symmetry, forming small pentagon. Further out, there are five points related to 3-fold rotational axes arranged in a similar way, forming a larger pentagon. Such relative arrangement of the rotational axes is consistent with IQC structure and previous reports [17] [18], proving clearly that the extra layer is of IQC structure, different from the substrate λ phase. Further, the result of elemental mapping supports this conclusion. The column-like structure has been identified as λ-phase (or ω-phase) with chemical formula of Al13Fe4 [4] [5] or Al5CuFe [19] [20] in previous reports. This chemical formula corresponds to an atomic concentration of Al2Fe23 or Al7Cu20Fe10. The Al70Cu20Fe10 phase is also known as ω phase. The IQC phase is reported to have a composition of Al65Cu20Fe15 [11]. As shown in Figure 5, compared to the substrate, the extra layer shows clear decrease in Aluminum and Iron concentrations, and an increase in Copper concentration, which is consistent with the nominal compositions of the λ and IQC phases.

Comparison of the EBSD patterns from the substrate and IQC extra layer revealed orientation relationship between the two. A close examination of the EBSD patterns shown in Figure 4(a) from λ substrate and Figure 4(b) and Figure 4(c) from extra layers revealed some similar features, despite their different crystal structure. To explain the similarity, the original EBSD patterns shown in the left column of Figure 4 are shown two more times in the next two columns. In the second column of Figures 4(d)-(f), the seemingly common features are emphasized by trace drawings on top of each pattern. For example, Kikuchi bands I-1, I-2, and I-3 intercept with each other at point I in Figure 4(d). The intercepting points correspond to crystalline/quasi-crystalline poles. Each set of three Kikuchi bands and one pole in Figure 4(d) can find their counterparts in EBSD patterns of Figure 4(e) and Figure 4(f) from extra layer. A more detailed examination revealed that the similarities between Kikuchi bands named as I-1 and I-3, and pole I are more consistent than others, and hence is considered to play more important role in defining the orientation relationship. This is demonstrated in the third column of Figures 4(g)-(i). In Figure 4(g), the position of the pole I is represented by a long line drawn from the left upper corner to it. The Kikuchi bands of interest passing through the other end of the long line were traced with short lines. Similar drawings were done regarding other two sets of Kikuchi bands and poles. Copies of these drawings from Figure 4(g) are placed on top of Figure 4(h) and Figure 4(i). The drawings are placed in such a way that the shared end of the long lines is placed on the left upper corner of the frame, as in the case of Figure 4(g). This way, the overlapping of the copied trace drawings and the Kikuchi band and pole sets can be evaluated in terms of pole position and band orientation. A close examination of Figure 4(h) and Figure 4(i) found that the drawings related poles II and III do not overlap precisely with their corresponding features. The overlapping related to pole I position is good. However, it was found that the line representing I-2 Kikuchi band
in Figure 4(g) does not overlap with its counterpart features in Figure 4(h) and Figure 4(i) well. This is especially true on Figure 4(i), as marked by an arrow. These results and analysis indicate that the substrate λ phase and the extra layer has an orientation relationship defined by the coincidence of Kikuchi bands I-1 and I-3 and pole I on EBSD patterns. It is worthy to point out that, for both types, the shared pole corresponds to the 2-fold rotational axis.

Two types of orientation relationship between the λ substrate and the IQC extra layer are found. As mentioned previously, adjacent column-like structures are parts of a single crystal of λ phase. As a result, EBSD patterns from different area of substrate in Figure 3 are the same. In contrast, two types of EBSD patterns from the extra layer are observed, although both of them correspond to IQC phase. The first type is represented by the EBSD pattern shown in Figure 4(b), Figure 4(e), Figure 4(h), and Figure 6(a) while the second by EBSD pattern in Figure 4(c), Figure 4(f), Figure 4(i), and Figure 6(b). The difference can be seen clearly in Figure 6(a) and Figure 6(b). As shown in Figure 6(a), for the first type, the I-1 and I-3 Kikuchi bands from the substrate coincide with two adjacent sides of the small pentagon in the IQC EBSD pattern. In case of type II, as shown in Figure 6(b), I-1 corresponds to the Kikuchi band that passes through the 2- and 5-fold rotational axis points and I-3 corresponds to the Kikuchi band that passes two adjacent 2-fold rotational axis points.

Such orientation relationship seems to be universal since studies on other areas obtained similar results. As an example, Figure 7 shows a SEM image of another column-like structure. The corresponding EBSD patterns from the substrate and the extra layer are shown in Figure 8(a) and Figure 8(b), respectively. Part of the pattern is blocked because of the rough surface. Figure 8(c) shows the same EBSD pattern of Figure 8(a) with trace drawings of important pole and Kikuchi bands, which are considered to be important in defining the orientation.

Figure 7. SEM image showing another column-like structure with both substrate and IQC extra layer.
relationship between the substrate and extra layer. In Figure 8(d), the EBSD pattern of Figure 8(b) was shown again with the copied trace drawings from Figure 8(c) on top of it. Similar analysis as we have done before leads to the conclusion that the substrate λ phase and the extra IQC layer have type II orientation relationship. The shared pole I in Figure 8(d) corresponds to a 2-fold rotation symmetry axis of IQC structure.

It is believed that such orientation relationship results from lowered interface energy. If both the substrate and the extra layer are of crystalline structure, the Kikuchi bands would correspond to lattice planes. The fact that similar Kikuchi bands appear on the EBSD patterns from both the substrate and the extra layer implies a good matching in these lattice planes, typically in the form of epitaxial growth. The driving force for this epitaxial growth is the lowered interface energy because of the improved matching in atomic sites. There is no such concept as lattice planes with IQC phase due to the lack of translational symmetry. However, it is reasonable to consider that certain orientation relationship allows better atomic site matching between substrate and IQC extra layer, and hence reduced interface energy. It should be pointed out that on the interface of crystal to crystal, usually there is only one type of orientation relationship that corresponds to the lowest interface energy or best atomic site matching. However, in the present crystal to IQC interface, there are, at least, two orientation relationship as discussed in the previous paragraphs. This is probably because the interface is the matching between crystal with translational symmetry and IQC structure without translational symmetry. Therefore, more than one orientation relationships are comparable in term of lowered interface energy. It is worth to mention that, in both cases, the shared pole is the 2-fold rotation axis.

This orientation relationship explains several experimental observations and is valuable for future studies. First, it explains that the extra layer tends to spread...
relatively large areas. For \( \lambda \) phase, it is reasonable to consider that, in atomic level, the arrangement of atoms repeats in a distance comparable to its lattice constant, which is in the order of one nanometer. For IQC phase, we use the size of icosahedron to estimate the “repeating” distance [14]. The size of an icosahedron is less than 1 nm. As shown in Figure 3 and Figure 7, the extralayer spreads over several ten micrometers, well beyond the repeating distance for both phases. It is known that when a thin film is formed on a substrate, its morphology depends on the interface energy. If the interface energy is low, the thin film tends to adhere well on the substrate and spread over large area. If the interface energy is high, the thin film tends to form an island and grow in thickness direction [21]. The fact that the present IQC extra layer spreads over relatively large area is considered as the evidence of lowered interface energy. Second, it helps the studies of preparing IQC related thin film. Icosahedral quasicrystalline alloys are reported to be hard and brittle. The brittleness makes it unsuitable for structural purpose. However, the high hardness makes it an appealing material for coating purpose. There have been some studies to create a quasicrystalline coating [12] [13] [14] [15] [16]. There have also been attempt to grow crystalline thin film on top of IQC surface [21] [22]. In an attempt to grow Aluminum thin film on IQC surface, Cai et al. [22] reported that although Aluminum atoms can find favorable atomic sites at low coverage, lateral growth stops and island forms as coverage increases, probably due to the relatively high interface energy or the lack of long-range atomic site matching. Present report indicates that semi-epitaxial growth of IQC thin film on selected crystalline surface is possible, which is a strategy that can be adopted in future studies. Second, it is observed very often that IQC grains with distinct pentagonal facets line-up with each other and the facets from different grains have coordinated orientation, as shown in Figure 9.
These are explained as the result that the growth of IQC phase uses the column-shaped λ phase as template and the IQC phase has orientation relationship with the substrate.

There are several questions remain unanswered regarding the formation of the IQC extra layer. First, it is not clear about the thickness of the interface layer. Is there a transitional layer spreading several atomic layers? Or, the transition is an abrupt switch from one phase to another in atomic level? Second, the orientation relationship between the λ substrate and the IQC extra layer is not determined quantitatively in the present work, due to the limited EBSD instrument time. A study of the interface by Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) will be helpful to answer some of these questions. Diffraction analysis by TEM can also determine quantitatively the orientation relationship between the substrate and IQC extra layer, the result of which can be used to compare with previous theoretical predictions [23] [24].

4. Conclusion

The microstructure of Al$_{65}$Cu$_{20}$Fe$_{15}$ alloy prepared by arc melting was studied. Column-shaped λ phase, sphere-shaped β phase, and IQC particles with well-defined pentagonal facets were observed. The surface of column-shaped λ phase was found to be covered with IQC extra layer. EBSD studies revealed that the λ substrate and the IQC extra layer have orientation relationship. Different from the epitaxial growth of crystalline thin film on crystalline substrate, there are at least two types of orientation relationships, which are considered to be unique for the interface between crystal and IQC. Lowered interface energy is considered to be the reason for the orientation relationship. A study of the interface by TEM will provide data to have better insight.
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